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Games to play 
as a group 

Match the buttons
Have all the kids at your event sit in a circle. Take the buttons included in the kit and show the 

characters to the kids in your group. Note that all of them have doubles except for the one smelly 

ninja. Place every buttons face down and shuffle them around so no one can tell which button 

belongs to which character. 

One by one, allow each kid to pick up two buttons. If the two buttons match, the player should keep 

the two buttons. If they do not match, the player must return the buttons to where they were and 

give the next player a turn. If a kid picks up the smelly ninja, they lose their next turn. This should 

be repeated until the pairs are found. The kid with the most matched buttons wins the game.  The 

winner also gets to keep button(s) they want and give the rest to the other players. When possible, 

each player should recieve at least one button to take home.

Trivia
Separate the attendees into two to four teams (depending on how many kids attend the event). The 

group leader should instruct the kids to raise their hands if they know the answer. If more than one 

kid raises their hand, the leader should call on the kid who raised their hand first. If that kid answers 

correctly, their team gets a point. If they answer incorrectly, the members of the other team have 

1. Which country is home to the kangaroo?

2. Which planet is closest to the sun? 

3. What is the top color in a rainbow? 

4. What is the name of the CAPTAIN  

PIRATE in Peter Pan?

5. According to the Dr. Seuss book,  

who stole Christmas? 

6. What food do Giant Pandas eat? 

7. How many sides does a triangle have? 

8. Which country is Paris the capital of? 

9. In which country would you find the pyramids?

10. Can you name any three of the five oceans? 

11. Does the sun revolve around the earth or does 

the earth revolve around the sun? 

12. How many are in a dozen? 

13. What is the name of the desert in  PATRIALLY 

LOCATED IN Egypt? 

14. What type of doctor treats pets? 

15. Which planet is famous for 

its rings? 

Answer Key: 1. Australia 2. Mercury 3. Red 4. Captain Hook 5. The Grinch 6. Bamboo 7. Three 8. France 9. Egypt 10. Atlantic, Pacific, Artic, Indian, 

Southern 11. The Earth revolves around the sun. 12. Twelve. 13. The Sahara 14.A veterinarian 15. Saturn
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A Samantha Spinner  
scavenger hunt!  

In the Samantha Spinner series, Samantha, Nipper, and Dennis are always on the hunt for clues! 

Figuring out the meaning behind the pictures on the red umbrella, finding the secret messages using 

special sunglasses, and discovering passageways and methods of transportation hidden in plain sight 

have helped Samantha and her friends appreciate the importance of small details. Now you can join 

in on the finding fun in this Samantha-Spinner-inspired scavenger hunt!

You have fifteen minutes to find books that contain the items on the checklist below. You will earn 

two points for each book collected that fits the description. When you have finished, use the box 

below to tally-up your points. The person with the most points wins!

Use this box 

to add up 

your points

          a light blue cover

          a dark blue cover

          a yellow cover

          an orange cover

          something red

          a dog

          a cat

          a car

          something you would  

           find in a classroom

          a banana

          a train

          a sword

          something you 

          might see in a park

          a bug, insect, or arachnid

          water
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Note to group leaders: You can make 

this easier or harder by limiting the 

sections of your store or library in 

which kids are allowed to search. 



Can you help  
Samantha Spinner 

solve these puzzles? 

Answer: Italy

Answer Key: Mexico, Afghanistan, Norway, Venezuela, Finland, Mongolia, Argentina, 

South Africa, Pakistan, Morocco, Mauritania, Nicaragua, Indonesia, Russia

Answer: SparkleDiamond Answer: 6
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